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Abstract
Employing a notion of curvature for arbitrary closed sets we prove an
ABP-type estimate for a class of singular submanifolds of arbitrary codi-
mension and bounded mean curvature recently introduced by B. White.
A weak-Harnack-type estimate is then derived using the ABP estimate.
These results generalize analogous results by O. Savin for viscosity solu-
tions of the minimal surface equation.
Keywords. Singular submanifolds, curvature, ABP estimate, Harnack estimate.
1 Introduction
We prove ABP (Alexandroff-Bakelmann-Pucci) inequalities for a class singular
submanifolds of arbitrary codimension in the Euclidean space which includes
the class of varifolds without boundary and with bounded mean curvature.
More specifically, we consider the following class.
1.1 Definition. Suppose 1 ≤ m ≤ n are integers, Ω is an open subset of Rn+1,
Γ is relatively closed in Ω and h ≥ 0. We say that Γ is a (m,h) subset of Ω
provided it has the following property: if x ∈ Γ and f is a C 2 function in a
neighbourhood of x such that f |Γ has a local maximum at x and ∇f(x) 6= 0,
then
tracemD
2 f(x) ≤ h|∇f(x)|,
where tracemD
2 f(x) is the sum of the lowest m eigenvalues of D2 f(x).
This class has been recently introduced1 in [Whi16, 2.1] in the analysis of the
area blow-up of sequences of smooth submanifolds (or varifolds) with a uniform
bound on the mean curvature. In fact, as proved in [Whi16, 2.6], if Mi is a
sequence of m dimensional varifolds in an open subset Ω of Rn+1 with mean
curvatures uniformly bounded in L∞ by a non-negative number h and such that
lim sup
i→∞
|∂Mi|(U) <∞ whenever U ⊂⊂ Ω,
1This definition is equivalent to [Whi16, 2.1], by [Whi16, 8.1].
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where |∂Mi| is the measure associated to the generalized boundary of Mi, then
the smallest closed subset Z of Ω such that the areas of Mi are uniformly
bounded as i → ∞ on compact subsets of Ω ∼ Z is an (m,h) subset of Ω. As
a simple consequence of this general fact, it follows that the support of every
m dimensional varifold in Ω with no boundary and mean curvature bounded in
L∞ by h is an (m,h) subset of Ω, see [Whi16, 2.8].
Special cases of 1.1, under the name of viscosity minimal sets, have been
studied in [Sav17b] and [San17].
We describe now the results of the present paper.
Firstly we introduce some notation2 that we use through the rest of this
work. Suppose C1(0) = U
n(0, 1) × R ⊆ Rn+1, Γ ⊆ C1(0) is relatively closed
and a > 0. For every x ∈ Rn we define Pa,x to be the paraboloid of opening
a and center x touching Γ from above. For every closed set C ⊆ Bn(0, 1) we
define the touching set
Aa(Γ;C)
as the set of (z, η) such that z ∈ Σ(Pa,x) ∩ Γ for some x ∈ C and η ∈
Nor(Σ(Pa,x), z) with |η| = 1 and ηn+1 > 0. Moreover, we let
A′a(Γ;C) = {z
′ : (z, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C) for some η ∈ S
n}.
When C = Bn(0, 1) we let Aa(Γ;C) = Aa(Γ) and A
′
a(Γ;C) = A
′
a(Γ).
For submanifolds of arbitrary codimension we obtain the following ABP
inequality:
1.2 Theorem (ABP estimate, arbitrary codimension). Suppose 1 ≤ m ≤ n are
integers, h ≥ 0, a > 0 and Γ is an (m,h) subset of C1(0) such that H
m(Γ) <∞.
For every closed set C in Bn(0, 1), if ∅ 6= Aa(Γ;C) ⊆ Γ× S
n, then
H
n(C) ≤ γ
(
1+a+
1
a
)n−m(
1+a+
h
a
)m ∫
Γ(m)
H
n−m{η : (z, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C)}dH
mz,
where Γ(m) is the set of z ∈ Γ where Γ can be touched from n+ 1 −m linearly
independent directions by an open ball of Rn+1 and γ = 4n−m(2m+ 4h)m.
In case of hypersurfaces, the previous result can be refined as follows:
1.3 Corollary (ABP estimate, codimension 1). Suppose m = n in 1.2. For
every closed set C in Bn(0, 1), if ∅ 6= Aa(Γ;C) ⊆ Γ× S
n, then
(1) H n(C) ≤ γ(1 + a+ ha−1)n(1 + 4a2)1/2H n(A′a(Γ;C)),
where γ = (2n+ 4h)n.
As a special case of 1.3 we obtain the following ABP estimate proved in
[Sav07, 2.1] for viscosity subsolutions of the minimal surface equation3 .
2For basic notation, see the end of the introduction.
3The results in [Sav07] are actually proved for a class of elliptic operators F that are
uniformly elliptic in a neighbourhood of the origin and F (0, p, z, x) = 0 whenever p, z and x
are close to 0.
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1.4 Corollary (Savin). Let u be a continuous viscosity subsolution in Un(0, 1)
of the minimal surface equation, let Γ ⊆ Rn+1 be the graph of u and let 0 <
a ≤ 1.
Then there exists a small universal constant γ (depending only on n) such
that for every closed set C ⊆ Bn(0, 1) such that A′a(Γ;C) ⊆ U
n(0, 1),
H
n(A′a(Γ;C)) ≥ γH
n(C).
Similar estimates have been proved in several other works since then; see,
for example, [IS16, 3.5] [Sav17a, 6.5], [AS14, 3.5] and, in a Riemannian setting,
[WZ13, Theorem 1.2].
It is well known, starting with the prioneering work of Krilov and Safanov,
that the ABP estimate plays a fundamental role in the derivation of Harnack-
type estimates. In this regard 1.3 can be employed to extend to (n, h) sets
in Rn+1 the Measure-Estimate in [Sav10, 6.1] (the same estimate is implicitly
contained in the first part of the proof of the Harnack inequality in [Sav07, 1.1]).
This type of estimate is also known as weak Harnack inequality, see [Sav17a,
6.2]. Having the ABP estimate at our disposal the proof goes along the line of
[Sav07, 2.2].
1.5 Theorem (Measure-Estimate). For every n ≥ 1 there exist α > 1 and
0 < β < 1 such that the following statement holds. For every µ > 0 there exists
an integer k ≥ 1 so that if Γ is an (n, h) subset of C1(0) with H
n(Γ) < ∞,
0 ≤ h < α−k−1,
Γ ⊆ {x : xn+1 ≤ 0} and Γ ∩ {x : |x
′| ≤ 1/4, −α−k−1/48 ≤ xn+1 ≤ 0} 6= ∅,
then
L
n(Bn(0, 1/3) ∼ A′α−1(Γ)) ≤ µL
n(Bn(0, 1/3)).
We finally remark that the proof of 1.2 and 1.3, though based on the same
general idea of [Sav07, 2.1], use a substantially different method to treat the
arbitrary-codimension setting of 1.2. This method is based on the theory of cur-
vature for arbitrary closed sets recently developed in [San17] (see also [Sta79],
[HLW04] for earlier contributions in this direction). The proof of [Sav07, 2.1]
goes in the following way: firstly the problem is reduced to semi-concave func-
tions by inf-convolution approximation; since such functions are differentiable
on the contact set, it is possible to introduce an auxiliary function (vertex
map), mapping each contact point into the vertex of the corresponding touch-
ing paraboloid; the vertex map is Lipschitz and its derivative can be suitably
estimated using the assumptions on the elliptic operator F ; henceforth, an ap-
plication of the classical area formula for Lipschitz maps gives the conclusion.
In the present paper we also use a vertex map, but now its domain is a subset
of the normal bundle of the (m,h) set Γ, namely Aa(Γ;C). Then, in order to
complete the proof following the idea of [Sav07, 2.1], we need a suitable area
formula for functions whose domain is a subset of the normal bundle, see 2.1(2),
and suitable estimates for the differential of the vertex map, that can be de-
duced from the upper bound on the trace of the second fundamental form in
2.3.
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Notation. The distance function from a closed set Γ in Rn+1 is δΓ and the
nearest point projection onto Γ is ξΓ. If T is a linear subspace of R
n+1 then T♮
is the orthogonal projection onto T .
If z ∈ Rn × R ∼= Rn+1 we define z′ ∈ Rn so that (z′, zn+1) = z. If ρ > 0
and x ∈ Rn we define
Cρ(x) = R
n+1 ∩ {z : |z′ − x| < ρ},
Bn(x, ρ) = Rn ∩ {y : |y − x| ≤ ρ}, Un(x, ρ) = Rn ∩ {y : |y − x| < ρ}.
For every function f : D → R, where D ⊆ Rn, we let
Σ(f) = {(x, f(x)) : x ∈ D} and Σ+(f) = {(x, y) : y > f(x)}.
If a > 0 and x ∈ Rn then a function P : Rn → R is a paraboloid of center
x and opening a if there exists t ∈ R such that
P (y) = (a/2)|y − x|2 + t whenever y ∈ Rn.
If Γ ⊆ Rn+1 is a closed set and f : Rn → R is continuous, we say that f
touches Γ from above if and only if
Σ(f) ∩ Γ 6= ∅ and Σ+(f) ∩ Γ = ∅.
2 Curvature of closed sets
Suppose n ≥ 1 is an integer and Γ ⊆ Rn+1 is closed.
For every r > 0 we define
Nr(Γ) = (Γ× S
n) ∩ {(z, η) : δΓ(z + rη) = r};
the generalized normal bundle of Γ is then given by
N(Γ) =
⋃
r>0
Nr(Γ).
If 0 ≤ m ≤ n+ 1 the m-th stratum of Γ is
Γ(m) = Γ ∩ {z : dim ξ−1Γ {z} = n+ 1−m}.
It is not difficult to see that Γ(m) is the set of z ∈ Γ where Γ can be touched
from n + 1 − m linearly independent directions by an open ball of Rn+1; see
[San17, 5.1-5.3].
We prove in [San17, 3.10(1)] thatNr(Γ) is a locally (H
n, n) rectifiable closed
subset of Rn+1×Sn and we deduce that N(Γ) is a countably (H n, n) rectifiable
Borel subset of Rn+1×Sn since Nr(Γ) ⊆ Ns(Γ) if s < r. We remark that N(Γ)
coincides with the normal bundle introduced in [HLW04, §2.1] and it is well
known that if Γ is a set of positive reach then N(Γ) coincides with the classical
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unit normal bundle, as defined in [Fed69, 3.1.21], and it has locally finite H n
measure (see [San17, 4.4]).
In [San17, 4.5-4.12] we prove that if Γ is an arbitrary closed subset of Rn+1
then for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ N(Γ) there exist a linear subspace TΓ(z, η) of R
n+1
with dim TΓ(z, η) ≥ 0 and a bilinear formQΓ(z, η) : TΓ(z, η)×TΓ(z, η)→ R that
coincides with the second fundamental form introduced in [Fu89, 4.5] when Γ is
a set of positive reach. Henceforth we refer to this bilinear form as the second
fundamental form of Γ. The principal curvatures −∞ < κ1(z, η) ≤ . . . ≤
κn−1(z, η) ≤ ∞ of Γ at (z, η) can be defined as
κm+1(z, η) =∞, κ1(z, η), . . . , κm(z, η) are the eigenvalues of QΓ(z, η)
where m = dimTΓ(z, η). They coincide H
n almost everywhere in N(Γ) with
the principal curvatures introduced in [HLW04, p. 244] by different methods,
see [San17, 4.16]. We remark that the functions mapping H n almost all
(z, η) ∈ N(Γ) into TΓ(z, η)♮ ∈ Hom(R
n+1,Rn+1) and QΓ(z, η) ◦
⊙
2 TΓ(z, η)♮ ∈
Hom(
⊙
2R
n+1) are H n measurable.
For reader’s convenience in the next theorem we summarize two facts from
the general theory developed in [San17] that we employ in the proof of the ABP
estimate.
2.1 Theorem. Let Γ be a closed subset of Rn+1. Then the following statements
hold.
(1) For every r > 0 and for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ Nr(Γ) the approximate tangent
cone Tann(H n xNr(Γ), (z, η)) is an n-dimensional plane and there exist
u1, . . . , un ∈ R
n+1 such that {u1, . . . , un, η} is an orthonormal basis of
Rn+1 and the orthonormal vectors(
1
(1 + κi(z, η)2)1/2
ui,
κi(z, η)
(1 + κi(z, η)2)1/2
ui
)
form a basis of Tann(H n xNr(Γ), (z, η)) (if κi(z, η) =∞ then the corre-
sponding vector equals (0, ui)).
(2) If f is a (H n xN(Γ)) integrable R valued function, then
∫
N(Γ)|Γ(m)
f(a, u)
m∏
i=1
1
(1 + κi(a, u)2)1/2
dH n(a, u)
=
∫
Γ(m)
∫
{z}×N(Γ,z)
f dH n−m dH mz.
Proof. See [San17, 4.14, 5.6].
In order to combine this measure-theoretic theory with techniques developed
in PDE’s theory, we have to analize the behaviour of the principal curvatures
introduced above in order to produce useful estimates.
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At this point it is worth to recall that if κ1 is the principal curvature of the
graph Γ of the primitive of the (ternary) Cantor function, which is a convex C 1
function from R to R, then, letting L =
⋂
r>0Nr(Γ), there exists M ⊆ L such
that H 1(M) > 0 and
κ1(z, η) =∞ for every (z, η) ∈M .
The reader may consult [San17, 5.11] for details on this example.
In order to prove the main result of this section, firstly we need a general-
ization of the barrier principle in [Whi16, 7.1].
2.2 Lemma. Suppose 1 ≤ m ≤ n are integers, f : Rn → R is function
pointwise differentiable of order 2 at 0 such that f(0) = 0 and D f(0) = 0,
h ≥ 0, Ω is an open subset of Rn+1, Γ is an (m,h) subset of Ω such that 0 ∈ Γ
and
Γ ∩ V ⊆ {z : zn+1 ≤ f(z
′)}
for some open neighbourhood V of 0. Then, denoting by χ1 ≥ . . . ≥ χn the
eigenvalues of D2 f(0), it follows that
χ1 + . . .+ χm ≥ −h.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 and ψ(x) = 12 D
2 f(0)(x, x) + ǫ|x|2 for x ∈ Rn. There exists
r > 0 such that f(x) ≤ ψ(x) for every x ∈ Un(0, r). By [Whi16, 7.1], if
κ1 ≤ . . . ≤ κn are the principal curvatures ofM = {(x, ψ(x)) : x ∈ R
n} at (0, 0)
with respect to the unit normal that points into {z : zn+1 ≤ ψ(z
′)}, then
κ1 + . . .+ κm ≤ h.
Since a standard and straightforward computation shows that κi = −χi − ǫ for
i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain the conclusion letting ǫ→ 0.
The main result of this section provides the crucial estimate for the trace of
the second fundamental form of an (m,h) set. As the example of the primitive
of the Cantor function clearly shows, this estimate cannot be expected to hold
without a specific geometric hypothesis (as the weak maximum principle for
(m,h) sets). The proof of the following theorem is adapted from [San17, 7.5],
where certain stationary submanifolds (viscosity minimal sets) are treated.
2.3 Theorem. If Ω is an open subset in Rn+1, Γ is an (m,h) subset of Ω that
is a countable union of sets with finite H m measure and if κ1 ≤ . . . ≤ κn are
the principal curvatures of Γ, then κm+1(z, η) =∞ and∑m
i=1 κi(z, η) = traceQΓ(z, η) ≤ h
for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ N(Γ) ∩ {(z, ν) : z ∈ Γ}. In particular, if Γ is the support
of an m-dimensional integral varifold in Ω without boundary and with bounded
variational mean curvature H, then∑m
i=1 κi(z, η) = traceQΓ(z, η) = −H(z) • η
for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ N(Γ) ∩ {(z, ν) : z ∈ Γ}.
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Proof. Suppose A = Γ, λ > (2m−1)+1 and the functions νA and ψA are defined
as in [San17, 3.1]. Given such λ we define for r > 0 the set Nr as in [San17, 3.10].
We recall from the proof of [San17, 4.14] that for L 1 a.e. r > 0 and for H n a.e.
x ∈ Nr, if χ1 ≤ . . . ≤ χn are the eigenvalues of apDνA(x)|Tan
n(H n xNr, x)
then
(2) κi(ψA(x)) = χi(1− rχi)
−1 for i = 1, . . . , dimTA(ψA(x)).
We select 0 < r < (2h)−1 so that [San17, 3.10(3),(4)] hold for H n a.e.
x ∈ Nr; then we fix x ∈ Nr ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ) satisfying the conclusions of [San17,
3.10(2),(3),(4)]. We assume ξA(x) = 0 and let T = {v : v • νA(x) = 0}. It
follows that there exists a Lipschitzian function f : T → T⊥ such that f is
pointwise differentiable of order 2 at 0, D f(0) = 0,
D2 f(0)(u, v) • νA(x) = − apDνA(x)(u) • v whenever u, v ∈ T ,
W ∩ δ−1A {r} =W ∩ {χ+ f(χ) : χ ∈ T } for some neighbourhood W of x.
Choose 0 < s < r/2 such that U(x, s) ⊆W and let g(ζ) = f(ζ)− x for ζ ∈ T ,
U = T♮
(
U(x, s) ∩ {χ+ f(χ) : χ ∈ T }
)
, V = {y − x : y ∈ T−1♮ (U) ∩U(x, s)}.
Then V is an open neighbourhood of 0 and
V ∩ A ⊆ {z : z • νA(z) ≤ g(T♮(z)) • νA(z)}.
This inclusion can be proved as follows: if there was y ∈ U(x, s) ∩ T−1♮ [U ] such
that y−x ∈ A and y•νA(x) > f(T♮(y))•νA(x) then, noting that νA(x) = r
−1x,
T♮(y) + f(T♮(y)) ∈ U(x, s) ∩ δ
−1
A {r}, |T♮(y) + f(T♮(y))− y| < r,
we would conclude
|T♮(y) + f(T♮(y))− (y − x)| = r − (y − f(T♮(y))) • νA(x) < r
which is a contradiction. Let χ1 ≤ . . . ≤ χn be the eigenvalues of apDνA(x)|T .
Then 1 − χ1r, . . . , 1 − χnr are the eigenvalues of apD ξA(x)|T by [San17, 3.5]
and −χ1, . . . ,−χn are the eigenvalues of ptD
2 g(0)•νA(x). Therefore we apply
a rotated version of 2.2 to conclude that
(3) χ1 + . . .+ χm ≤ h.
Since χj ≥ −(λ− 1)
−1r−1 whenever j = 1, . . . , n by [San17, 3.10(2)], we get
χj − (m− 1)(λ− 1)
−1r−1 ≤
m∑
i=1
χi ≤ h,
whence we conclude χj < r
−1 whenever j = 1, . . . ,m. Therefore,
‖
∧
m
(
(H n xNr, n) apD ξA(x)
)
‖ > 0.
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We remind that the assertions proved so far hold for H n a.e. x ∈ Nr ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ)
and for L 1 a.e. 0 < r < (2h)−1.
We prove now the following Lusin (N) condition: if S ⊆ Γ and H m(S ∩
A(m)) = 0 then H n(N(A) ∩ {(x, ν) : x ∈ S}) = 0. Using [San17, 3.10(1), 4.3,
5.3] we get that
A ∩ {x : H n−m(ξ−1A {x} ∩Nr) > 0} ⊆
m⋃
i=0
A(i)
for every r > 0 and, noting that H m(A(i)) = 0 for i = 0, . . . ,m− 1 by [San17,
5.2], we deduce
H
m
(
S ∩ {x : H n−m(ξ−1A {x} ∩Nr) > 0}
)
= 0.
Noting [San17, 3.10(1)(2)], we apply [San17, 7.4] with W and f replaced by
Nr ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ) and ξA to get
H
n(ξ−1A (S) ∩Nr) = 0 for L
1 a.e. 0 < r < (2h)−1,
whence the desired Lusin condition follows from [San17, 4.3].
By [San17, 5.2, 5.9] it follows that dim TA(z, η) = m and κm+1(z, η) = ∞
for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ N(A) ∩ {(z, ν) : z ∈ Γ}. Moreover we combine (2) and (3)
to infer that
(4)
m∑
i=1
κi(ψA(x))
1 + rκi(ψA(x))
≤ h
for H n a.e. x ∈ Nr ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ) and for L
1 a.e. 0 < r < (2h)−1. We choose a
sequence ri > 0 converging to 0 such that if Mi is the set of x ∈ Nri ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ)
such that (4) is satisfied, then H n(Nr ∩ ξ
−1
A (Γ) ∼ Mi) = 0 for every i ≥ 1.
Then we readily infer that
traceQA(z, η) ≤ h
for every (z, η) ∈
⋂∞
i=1
⋃∞
j=iψA(Mi) and, noting that ψA(Nr) ⊆ ψA(Ns) if
s < r, we additionally get that
H n
(
N(A) ∩ {(z, ν) : z ∈ Γ} ∼
⋂∞
i=1
⋃∞
j=iψA(Mi)
)
= 0.
If Γ is the support of an m dimensional integral varifold in Ω without bound-
ary and with mean curvature bounded in L∞ by h, then, noting that Γ is an
(m,h) subset of Ω by [Whi16, 2.8], we may achieve the conclusion using the
Lusin (N) condition above in combination with [San17, 5.2, 5.9] and [Sch09,
4.2].
2.4 Remark. We may conjecture that 2.3 could also be proved for classes of
singular submanifolds of possibly unbounded mean curvature. For example, if Γ
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is the support of an m dimensional integral varifold in Rn+1 without boundary
and with mean curvature H in Lm, is it true that κm+1(z, η) =∞ and∑m
i=1 κi(z, η) = −H(z) • η
for H n a.e. (z, η) ∈ N(Γ)? More generally, what can be concluded in case of
rectifiable varifolds with a uniform lower bound on the density? To treat these
cases the method of 2.3 is not powerful enough and new refined tools seem to
be necessary.
3 Proof of 1.2 and 1.3
We notice that Aa(Γ;C), A
′
a(Γ;C) and
{z : (z, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C) for some η ∈ S
n}
are closed subset of Γ× Sn, Bn(0, 1) and Γ respectively.
Proof of 1.2. Clearly, for every (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C) there exists a unique x ∈ C
such that w ∈ Σ(Pa,x) and η ∈ Nor(Σ(Pa,x), w); in fact
x = w′ + a−1η−1n+1η
′.
Henceforth, we define the map Ψ : Aa(Γ;C)→ C so that Ψ(w, η) = w
′+ 1aηn+1 η
′
and we notice that Ψ[Aa(Γ;C)] = C.
It is not difficult to check that4
δΓ
(
w + (aηn+1)
−1η
)
= (aηn+1)
−1
whenever (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C). Henceforth Aa(Γ;C) ⊆ Na−1(Γ) and, if κ1, . . . , κn
are the principal curvatures of Γ, it follows from [San17, 4.12] that
(5) κi(w, η) ≥ −aηn+1
for H n a.e. (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C) and i = 1, . . . , n. Employing 2.3 we deduce that
(6) κi(w, η) ≤ (m− 1)aηn+1 + h, κm+1(w, η) =∞,
for H n a.e. (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C).
We compute now the jacobian of Ψ using the orthonormal basis provided by
2.1(1). For H n a.e. (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C), if u1, . . . , un are the orthonormal vectors
provided by 2.1(1), noting that η−1n+1 ≤ (1 + 4a
2)1/2 ≤ 1+ 2a and using (5)-(6),
we can easily estimate
|DΨ(w, η)(0, ui)| ≤
1
a
( 1
ηn+1
+
|η′|
η2n+1
)
≤
1
aηn+1
+
2
ηn+1
≤ 4 + 4a+
1
a
4In fact, a straightforward computation shows that if n ≥ 1 is an integer, P is a paraboloid
of center 0 and opening a > 0, x ∈ Rn and η ∈ Nor(Σ(P ), (x, P (x))) with |η| = 1 and
ηn+1 > 0, then
sup{s : δΣ(P )((x, P (x)) + sη) = s} = (aηn+1)
−1.
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for i = m+ 1, . . . , n, and
|DΨ(w, η)(ui, κi(w, η)ui)| ≤ 1 +
|κi(w, η)|
aηn+1
+
|κi(w, η)||η
′|
aη2n+1
≤ 1 +
|κi(w, η)|
aηn+1
+ 2
|κi(w, η)|
ηn+1
≤ γ
(
1 + a+
h
a
)
,
for i = 1, . . .m, where γ = 2m+ 4h. Therefore for H n a.e. (w, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C),
we get
‖
∧
n[DΨ(w, η)|Tan
n(H n xAa(Γ;C), (w, η))]‖
≤ 4n−mγm
(
1 + a+
1
a
)n−m(
1 + a+
h
a
)m m∏
i=1
1
(1 + κi(w, η)2)1/2
.
Now we employ [Fed69, 3.2.22(3)], 2.1(2) and the Lusin (N) condition obtained
in the proof of 2.3 to conclude
H
n(C) ≤
∫
C
H
0{(w, η) : Ψ(w, η) = x} dH nx
=
∫
Aa(Γ;C)|Γ(m)
‖
∧
n[DΨ(w, η)|Tan
n(H n xAa(Γ;C), (w, η))]‖ dH
n(w, η)
≤ γ1
∫
Aa(Γ;C)|Γ(m)
m∏
i=1
1
(1 + κ2i )
1/2
dH n
≤ γ1
∫
Γ(m)
H
n−m{η : (z, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C)}dH
mz,
where γ1 = 4
n−mγm
(
1 + a+ 1a
)n−m(
1 + a+ ha
)m
.
3.1 Lemma. Suppose Γ ⊆ C1(0) is relatively closed such that H
n(Γ) < ∞,
a > 0, C ⊆ Bn(0, 1) is closed and
B = {z : (z, η) ∈ Aa(Γ;C) for some η ∈ S
n}.
Then
H
n(B) ≤ (1 + 4a2)1/2H n(A′a(Γ;C)).
Proof. If z ∈ B, x ∈ C and ν ∈ Rn+1 such that z ∈ Σ(Pa,x) and ν ∈
Nor(Σ(Pa,x), z) with νn+1 > 0, then elementary considerations imply that for
every v ∈ Rn+1 with v • ν > 0 there are ǫ > 0 and r > 0 such that
{y : |s(y − z)− v| < ǫ for some s > 0} ∩U(z, r) ⊆ Σ+(Pa,x),
whence we deduce that Tann(H n xB, z) ⊆ Rn+1 ∩ {w : w • ν ≤ 0} by [Fed69,
3.2.16]. Since B is n rectifiable by [MS17, 4.12], we deduce from [Fed69, 3.2.19]
that for H n a.e. z ∈ B there exists x ∈ C such that z ∈ Σ(Pa,x) and
Tann(H n xB, z) = Tan(Σ(Pa,x), z).
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Therefore for H n a.e. z ∈ B there exists x ∈ C and an orthonormal basis
e1, . . . , en of R
n such that
en = ∇Pa,x(z
′)/|∇Pa,x(z
′)| if ∇Pa,x(z
′) 6= 0,
and {
(e1, 0), . . . , (en−1, 0),
(en, |∇Pa,x(z
′)|)
(1 + |∇Pa,x(z′)|2)1/2
}
is an orthonormal basis of Tann(H n xB, z). If p : B → Rn is given by p(z) = z′
for z ∈ B, noting that p is injective, the conclusion can be easily obtained
applying [Fed69, 3.2.20] with W and f replaced by B and p.
Proof of 1.3. Combine 1.2 and 3.1.
4 Proof of 1.5
4.1 Lemma. For every n ≥ 1 there exist α > 1 and 0 < β < 1 such that if 0 ≤
h < a ≤ α−1, Γ is an (n, h) subset of C1(0) with H
n(Γ) < ∞, x0 ∈ U
n(0, 1),
r > 0 such that
Bn(x0, r) ⊆ U
n(0, 1) and A′a(Γ) ∩U
n(x0, r) 6= ∅,
then
L
n(A′αa(Γ) ∩U
n(x0, r/8)) ≥ βr
n.
Proof. Let x1 ∈ B
n(0, 1) such that Σ(Pa,x1) ∩ Γ ∩ Cr(x0) 6= ∅. For every γ > 1
we let
φ(t) =


−γ−1(16γ − 1) if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/16
−γ−1(t−γ − 1) if 1/16 ≤ t ≤ 1
0 if t ≥ 1
and ψ(x) = Pa,x1(x) + ar
2φ(|x− x0|/r) for every x ∈ R
n.
Firstly, we prove the existence of a number 0 < γ <∞ depending only on n
such that if h < a ≤ (16γ+1 + 2)−1 then5
(7) traceQΣ(ψ)(z) • (−∇ψ(z
′), 1) < −h(1 + |∇ψ(z′)|2)1/2
for every z ∈ Σ(ψ) with r/16 < |z′ − x0| < r. We fix x ∈ R
n with r/16 <
|x− x0| < r and let z = (x, ψ(x)) and t = |x− x0|/r. We notice that
|∇ψ(x)| ≤ a(2 + 16γ+1) ≤ 1
and if e1, . . . , en is an orthonormal basis of R
n such that en = ∇ψ(x)/|∇ψ(x)|
if ∇ψ(x) 6= 0, then
{
(e1, 0), . . . , (en−1, 0),
(en, |∇ψ(x)|)
(1 + |∇ψ(x)|2)1/2
}
5QΣ(ψ) is the second fundamental of the Σ(ψ).
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is an orthonormal basis of Tan(Σ(ψ), z). Henceforth, letting ζ = (1+|∇ψ(x)|2)−1/2
and ν = ζ(−∇ψ(z′), 1) and noting that 1/2 ≤ ζ ≤ 1, we compute
traceQΣ(ψ)(z) • ν = ζa(n− 1)(1 + t
−γ−2)
− ζa(γ + 2)t−γ−2
n−1∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ x− x0|x− x0| • ei
∣∣∣∣
2
+ ζ3a(1 + t−γ−2)
− ζ3a(γ + 2)t−γ−2
∣∣∣∣ x− x0|x− x0| • en
∣∣∣∣
2
≤ ζa(n− 1)(1 + t−γ−2)− aζ3(γ + 2)t−γ−2 + aζ3(1 + t−γ−2)
≤ an(1 + t−γ−2)−
a
8
(γ + 2)t−γ−2.
Since 0 ≤ h < a, we can evidently choose γ > 0 depending only on n so that
the last line in the previous estimate is less than −h and (7) is proved.
Next we prove that if h < a ≤ (16γ+1 + 2)−1 then there exists z ∈ Γ ∩
Cr/16(x0) such that
(8) 0 ≤ Pa,x1(z
′)− zn+1 ≤ γ
−1(16γ − 1)ar2.
In fact, since Σ+(ψ) ∩ Γ ∩ Cr(x0) 6= ∅ and Σ
+(ψ + ar2γ−1(16γ − 1)) ∩ Γ = ∅,
we infer that there exists 0 < t ≤ ar2γ−1(16γ − 1) such that ψ + t touches Γ
from above. Since ψ(x) + t > Pa,x1(x) if |x− x0| ≥ r, we infer that
∅ 6= Σ(ψ + t) ∩ Γ ⊆ Cr(x0);
moreover, it follows from 2.2 and (7) that
Σ(ψ + t) ∩ Γ ∩
(
Cr(x0) ∼ Cr/16(x0)
)
= ∅.
If z ∈ Σ(ψ + t) ∩ Γ ∩ Cr/16(x0) then
zn+1 = ψ(z
′) + t = Pa,x1(z
′)− ar2γ−1(16γ − 1) + t ≤ Pa,x1(z
′)
and (8) follows.
We fix now a, h and z as in (8) and let θ > 0 to be chosen later depending
only on γ. For every y ∈ Bn(z′, r/64) we select cy ∈ R such that the paraboloid
Qy(x) = Pa,x1(x) + θ
a
2
|x− y|2 + cy
touches Γ from above. Noting that Qy(z
′) ≥ zn+1 and using (8), we choose θ
large enough depending on γ so that Qy(x) > Pa,x1(x) whenever |x−z
′| ≥ r/16,
which implies that
∅ 6= Σ(Qy) ∩ Γ ⊆ Cr/16(z
′) ⊆ Cr/8(x0).
Since Qy is a paraboloid of center (θ/(1 + θ))y + (1/(1 + θ))x1 and opening
(θ + 1)a we can apply 1.3 with C replaced by{
θ
1 + θ
y +
1
θ + 1
x1 : y ∈ B
n(z′, r/64)
}
⊆ Bn(0, 1)
to obtain the conclusion.
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4.2 Remark. The proof of 4.1 closely follows [Sav07, 2.2], where continuous vis-
cosity super-solutions of certain elliptic equations (including the minimal surface
equation) are treated.
Proof of 1.5. This is a standard argument that combines the Vitali-type cov-
ering lemma in [Sav07, 2.3] with the measure-estimate 4.1.
Let α and β be as in 4.1, ǫ = (48αk+1)−1, µ > 0 and let k be a positive
integer to be chosen later depending only on n and µ. If P is the paraboloid
of center 0 and opening 48ǫ touching Γ from above, we observe that the set of
touching points of P with Γ is contained in C1/3(0). For every integer j ≥ 0 we
let Fj = B
n(0, 1/3) ∩ A′48ǫαj (Γ) and, noting that F0 6= ∅, we combine [Sav07,
2.3] (or [Sav10, 6.4]) and 4.1 to conclude
L
n(Bn(0, 1/3) ∼ A′α−1(Γ)) ≤ (1 − β1)
k
L
n(Bn(0, 1/3)),
where β1 depends only on β. Now we choose k so that (1− β1)
k ≤ µ.
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